Redundant relations refer to explicit relations which can also be deducted implicitly. Although there exist several ontology redundancy elimination methods, they all do not take equivalent relations into consideration. Actually, real ontologies usually contain equivalent relations; their redundancies cannot be completely detected by existing algorithms. Aiming at solving this problem, this paper proposes a super-node based ontology redundancy elimination algorithm. The algorithm consists of super-node transformation and transitive redundancy elimination. During the super-node transformation process, nodes equivalent to each other are transferred into a super-node. Then by deleting the overlapped edges, redundancies relating to equivalent relations are eliminated. During the transitive redundancy elimination process, redundant relations are eliminated by comparing concept nodes' direct and indirect neighbors. Most notably, we proposed a theorem to validate real ontology's irredundancy. Our algorithm outperforms others on both real ontologies and synthetic dynamic ontologies.
Introduction
As a formal, explicit description of concepts, ontologies have been playing an important role in knowledge engineering community. Besides, the process of ontology maintenance and development belong to ontology evolution. [1] , [2] . In the process of ontology evolution, there are some explicit relations between concepts which can also be deducted implicitly. Such relations are called "redundant relations". In this paper, ontologies contain redundant relations are called redundant ontologies.
Although in some scenarios redundancy can be a desirable feature, it can cause various problems [1] : firstly, redundant ontology violates the principle of parsimony in ontological modeling, causing inaccuracy of algorithms based on this principle [4] . Secondly, redundancies increase ontology curators' maintenance burden, as they misleadingly suggest that new, meaningful information has been added to a concept [3] . At last, a relation's explicit and implicit expressions must update at the same time, or it may lead to ontology inconsistency.
Redundancy elimination algorithms springs up to solve this problem. [5] extracted concept pairs from similar concept descriptions to find possible redundancies. [4] detected hierarchical redundancies by comparing concept nodes' direct and indirect neighbors. [6] transferred ontologies into Hasse diagrams to eliminate hierarchical redundancies. [4] , [6] are based on a hypothesis that ontology network is a directed acyclic graph(dag). They can eliminate all redundant relations in dags. However, the existence of equivalent relation destroys ontology's acyclicity. Thus the above redundancy detecting techniques don't adapt to ontologies containing equivalent relations. To solve the above problem, we propose an algorithm which can detect redundancies in ontologies containing equivalent relations. At first, we transfer equivalent nodes into super nodes to get an acyclic ontology. Then we eliminate redundancies based on the transferred structure. Finally, we rebuild equivalent relations to get the original ontology's irredundant version. We apply and evaluate our method on real ontologies and synthetic dynamic ontologies. The results show that our algorithm outperforms others on both real and synthetic ontologies.
An overview of our contributions is presented as follows:
We propose a redundancy elimination problem with the consideration of equivalent relations.
We transfer nodes equivalent to each other into a supernode to get acyclic ontologies.
We present and prove a theorem for judging irredundant ontologies.
We perform a systematic evaluation for redundancy elimination algorithms, analyze their features through real ontologies and synthetic dynamic ontologies.
Problem Definition
In this section, we define the necessary concepts relating to redundant relations.
As shown in Fig. 1 , we divide relation redundancies into four types: 
all edges are one-way edges then there exists transitive redundancy in G.
Among the four redundancies, simi-source redundancy and simi-target redundancy consist of equivalent relations and transitive relations, which we call equ-tr redundancy. Transitive redundancy consists of transitive relations. Existing methods mainly aim to eliminate transitive redundancy. Equivalent redundancy consists of equivalent relations, which we don't take into consideration because equivalent relations reinforce connections between subontologies. Notice that equ-tr redundancy can be eliminated in different ways. For example, in Fig. 1 (a) , redundancy can be eliminated by deleting edge (a,b) or edge (a,c). We call this phenomenon "redundancy's non-uniqueness".
Super-Node Based Redundancy Elimination
To detect and eliminate redundancies, at first we transfer ontology networks into directed acyclic graphs(dags) by merging equivalent node pairs into super-nodes. The equ-tr redundancies are eliminated during the process of node merging. Next, we eliminate transitive redundancies using the algorithm developed by Xing [4] . Finally, we rebuild equivalent relations and return irredundant ontologies. An example of our algorithm is given in Fig. 2. 
Transition of Super-Nodes
Equivalent relations' existence destroys ontology networks' acyclicity; thus ontologies are not dags anymore.
To transfer ontologies into dags without destroying their connectivity, we merge equivalent node pairs into super nodes.
Let the ontology network's adjacent matrix be M. Equivalent relations are extracted by Eq. (1): Then we update network structure according to equivalent node pairs: If (i, j) is an equivalent node pair, the network's adjacent matrix will be updated according to Eq. (2):
where M[i, :] is the i th row of M, M [:, i] is the i th column of M. zeros(n) means a zero vector whose length is n. n is the number of nodes in the network. Note that if there are more than two nodes equivalent to each other, we still use node pairs to express them. For example, if i, j, k are equivalent to each other, we use (i, j), (i, k), ( j, k) to express them. In the above process, we merge equivalent nodes by moving a node's connections to its equivalent node. At the same time, we eliminate equ-tr redundancies by deleting the transferred network's overlapped edges.
Eliminating Transitive Redundancies
After transition in Sect. 3.1, ontology network M has been transferred into a dag. Then we use existing redundancy detection algorithms to detect transitive redundancies.
There are several algorithms which can detect transitive redundancies: Warshall algorithm [8] , FEDRR algorithm [4] and Hasse algorithm [6] . These algorithms can eliminate all redundant relations in dags. We take experiments on these algorithms to find the most efficient one to make use of.
We randomly generate 100 directed acyclic graphs with 100 nodes, 100 directed acyclic graphs with 1000 nodes, and 10 directed acyclic graphs with 10000 nodes. The three redundancy detection algorithms' average runtime on the above networks is shown in Table 1 .
As can be seen from Table 1 , the average runtime of FEDRR is the shortest in all networks. Therefore, we use FEDRR algorithm to eliminate transitive redundancy. Let the irredundant network be Mr.
We can get the original network's irredundant version after rebuilding equivalent relations by Eq. (3). 
col( j) = zeros(n).T //Eliminate transitive redundancies by FEDRR algorithm
Our algorithm merges equivalent nodes and eliminates equ-tr redundancies by Boolean addition in timecomplexity o(|E|). Since FEDRR solves this problem in time-complexity O(c · |v| + |E|), our algorithm's timecomplexity is O(c · |v| + |E|). Our algorithm's pseudo code is shown in Table 2 .
Experiments and Evaluations

Performance Metrics
Let ontology network's redundant edge set be E, detected redundant edge set be E1, we evaluate our detected redundant edge set using precision-recall metric:
where p represents the proportion of real redundant edges in E1, r represents the proportion of detected redundant edges in E, F is the harmonic mean of p and r.
Experiments and Evaluations on Synthetic Dynamic Ontologies
Researches show that many ontology hierarchical networks are dags [9] . Thus we generate experimental networks as follows: at first we generate dags, and then we add equivalent relations based on these dags. At last we add redundancies through self-avoid random walk. In synthetic dynamic networks, the amount of nodes, equivalent relations and redundant edges can be set flexibly. We generate a set of networks for experiment. The networks' parameters are shown in Table 3 .
Using generated data, we compare Hasse [6] , Warshall [8] , FEDRR [4] and our algorithm by performance metrics introduced in Sect. 4.1. For a specific algorithm, bigger p means more detected edges are real redundant edges, while bigger r means more real redundant edges are detected. F reflects the algorithm's comprehensive performance. A good algorithm should have bigger p and r, thereby bigger F. Table 4 shows four algorithms' F-measure in different amount of redundant edges. Our algorithm outperforms others in the whole dataset.
Experiments and Evaluations on Real Ontologies
Compared with synthetic dynamic ontologies, real ontologies are more irregular and complicated. Current typical ontologies are built by experts, thus most of them don't have redundant relations. However, ontologies may generate redundancies during evolution. Thus eliminating redundancies on real ontologies is necessary. We use Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental Terminology (SWEET) [7] as dataset to test our algorithm's performance. At first we select available ontologies from SWEET, then we validate selected ontologies' irredundancy based on our proposed theorem. At last, we add redundant relations on these ontologies to build test dataset.
To select available ontologies from SWEET, we count each ontology's relation proportion: of the 225 ontology files, only 39 files' hierarchical relation are less than 50%. We choose ontologies containing equivalent and hierarchical relations whose scale larger than five as test data. There are 132 available ontologies in total.
To validate the irredundancy of SWEET, we introduce potential theory in complex network domain [10] .
Definition 6. (Potential Definable)
A graph is called potential-definable if each node can be assigned a potential such that for every pair of nodes i and j, if there is a link from i to j, then i's potential is a unit higher than j.
According to potential theory, we propose a theorem to Proof: we prove this theorem by proving its inverse negative proposition: if there exists redundancy in an ontology, then the ontology is not potential definable. If there exists redundancy in an ontology, by definition 1, we can get that
, which means the ontology is not potential definable.
Using theorem 1 to validate the test dataset, we prove that all ontologies in our test dataset are potential definable, which means all ontologies are irredundant.
We use self-avoid random walk to add redundancies in our dataset, and then eliminate redundancies by the mentioned four algorithms. The result is shown in Fig. 3 .
From Fig. 3 we find that both Hasse and Warshall algorithm have smaller p and bigger r; FEDRR has bigger p and smaller r and our algorithm has medium p and r, which lead to a bigger F. Besides, our algorithm's precision on real network is smaller than synthetic dynamic network. The reason is that equivalent relation's proportion in SWEET is bigger than synthetic dynamic network, thus our algorithm may generate more equ-tr redundancies in SWEET. Equ-tr redundancy's non-uniqueness lead to our algorithm's smaller p.
From the experiments on synthetic and real ontologies, we can draw the following conclusion: taken equivalent relations into consideration, super-node based algorithm performs better than other redundancy elimination algorithms. Besides, because of redundancy's non-uniqueness, our algorithm can eliminate redundancies by deleting non-redundant edges. Thus, the performance of our algorithm on the above experiments is the infimum of its performance.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a super-node based redundancy elimination algorithm taken equivalent relations into consideration. At first we merged equivalent nodes into a super node to get an acyclic ontology. Redundancies between super-nodes and other nodes were eliminated during node merging. Then we eliminated transitive redundancies by FEDRR algorithm. At last we transferred super-nodes into equivalent nodes to get the irredundant version of the ontology. Our algorithm performs better than existing methods on both real ontologies and synthetic dynamic ontologies. Notably, to validate real ontologies' irredundancy, we proposed a theorem according to potential theory. In the future, we will focus on our algorithm's application on larger ontologies and design a redundancy evaluation method.
